
 

Cordex Controller Software v3.13 

Alpha Technologies is pleased to announce the release of our newest firmware upgrade for Cordex 
Controller with Expanded Memory. 

 

Compatibility: 

This software will run on CXCU, CXCI+ and CXCM1+ which can be used in AMPS24 or DC-only power 

systems. 

To take advantage of the new features related to Inverters in this software, the Inverter Controller (T2S) 

firmware must be upgraded to version 3.61. 

New Features and Improvements: 

Enhancements: 

 Add Maintenance bypass feature. Please refer to the addendum to the User’s Manual or the last 

page of this document for instructions on using this feature. 

Bug fixes 

 Timezone is now displaying properly(PIT 2788) 

 Correct a number of issues which could have caused controller shutdown(PIT 4911, 4119) 

 Check for valid characters on web input(PIT 2942) 

 Debounce digital input signals, correcting a problem where a digital input value could have been 

incorrectly read. 

 Display the header line on the web interface. 

 

Known Issues: 

 In the Web UI, there are several layout and formatting problems with the text, controls and 

scrollbars. There are several translation issue with the text when a language other than English 

is selected. 

 The print configuration option does not work properly in Internet Explorer 9. 



 Occasionally, the Cordex Controller will have to run a defragmentation cycle to clean up its 

memory allocation. This usually happens during a reset. Please note that due to this 

defragmentation cycle, a reset may occasionally take up to 30 minutes.  

 Inverter Group Mapping guidance.  

o When changes are made to the inverter group mapping, the user should make the 

desired changes and then wait [x-seconds] before leaving this page or making any other 

changes to the system. On a system with 4 inverters, approximately 10 seconds wait 

time is required to ensure that changes made remain persistent. 

o Helpful indications: If the inverters are running (with no active alarms) and you make 

changes to the AC or DC input mapping, you will notice that an inverter alarm is 

triggered. After about 10-seconds (on a 4-inverter system), the alarm will clear. It is 

important that the user wait until that alarm clears before leaving the group mapping 

page or making any other changes. 

Upgrade procedures using the Web Browser: 

1. Connect your computer and Cordex Controller by way of the Internet, Intranet, or Ethernet 

direct connection. 

2. Log into CXC web interface, and from the Main Menu select the Controller menu. 

3. First, perform a “soft reset” on the Controller by choosing “Reset” and following the prompts. 

4. When the reset cycle is finished (which may take up to 30 minutes if a defrag is needed), 

reconnect to the Controller and return to the Controller menu. 

5. Select Upgrade Software. 

6. Click Browse and find the .elfz file containing the new software. Note that the extension “elfz” 

MUST be in lower-case letters, if you are upgrading from version 3.10 or lower. 

7. Press Submit. 

8. The software is loaded and then the controller is rebooted. Close your browser window when 

prompted.  

 

You have now successfully upgraded the Cordex controller. Thank you for choosing Alpha 

Technologies 

  



Appendix: 

Maintenance Bypass Function 

Under certain AC input impedance and voltage conditions, AMPS24 inverters may potentially 

reset when transferring the MBS from Bypass to Inverter. This software fix sets the inverter 

output to zero phase shift and enables DC mode for a few seconds while transferring. These 

changes reduce the risk of an inverter module reset. 

Maintenance Bypass Function Operation 

1. Navigate to maintenance bypass screen and select start 

2. System automatically checks all input phase voltages. All phases must be available and  each 

phase <126V. If input phase voltages are ok, the algorithm will proceed to the next step.  If input 

voltage is too high or missing, the user will be prompted  to continue or cancel.  

3. System will check to verify that the inverter controller is installed and has the minimum 

software version required. (v3.71 minimum). If the check passes, the system will initiate DC 

priority mode.  If DC priority mode cannot be enabled the user will be prompted  to continue or 

cancel.  

4. The system will automatically cancel the phase shift.  If the phase shift cancellation is not 

successful, the operation will cancel. 

5. Once the phase shift has been canceled, the UI will prompt the user to manually operate the 

bypass switch (in green highlight).  The user has 6 seconds to change the switch while the phase 

shift is removed.  

6. The system restores the DC Priority to its original state, re-enables the phase shift, and will not 

allow another attempt to do a transfer for 20 seconds. 
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